CHUPEE

ukulele
flûte + claps

WE HAVE GONE TO THE COUNTRY
IN YOUR OLD CAR
WE HAVE LOST O - OUR WAY
SO MANY TIMES

HELLO HELLO I TAKE YOU ON A TRI'
HELLO HELLO I TAKE YOU ON A TRI - A -YEAH

flûte

EATIN' YOUR CHUPA CHU'
A PLANE IS MAKIN' A LOO'
THE BEAVERS ARE SO CU'
A TREE GAVE ME A FRU - U - UIT

HELLO HELLO I TAKE YOU ON A TRI'
HELLO HELLO I TAKE YOU ON A TRI - YEAH - HE

flûte

HELLO HELLO I TAKE YOU ON A TRI'
HELLO HELLO I TAKE YOU ON A TRI' HO

HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HO
HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HO
HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO
HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO
HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO HELLO OOO